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Objective. To identify skills and attributes that pharmacy students need upon graduation if planning to pursue a career path as a community pharmacy practice care provider.

Methods. In-depth interviews with community pharmacy stakeholders were conducted, audio-recorded, and transcribed. Interview transcripts were thematically analyzed to identify the skills and attributes pharmacy students need upon graduation to be prepared to practice as a community pharmacy-based care provider.

Results. Forty-two participants were interviewed. Identified attributes that were deemed transformative for community pharmacy practice included three behaviors, five skills, and two knowledge areas. Behavioral attributes needed by future community pharmacists were an approach to practice that is forward thinking and patient-centric, and having a provider mentality. The most commonly mentioned skill was the ability to provide direct patient care, with other skills being organizational competence, communication, building relationships, and management and leadership. Critical knowledge areas were treatment guidelines and drug knowledge, and regulatory and payer requirements. Additional skills needed by community pharmacy-based providers included identification and treatment of acute self-limiting illnesses and monitoring activities for chronic health conditions.

Conclusion. Essential attributes of community pharmacists that will allow practice transformation to take place include behaving in a forward-thinking, patient-centric manner; displaying a provider mentality through use of effective communication to build relationships with patients and other providers, and learning how to meet regulatory and payer requirements for prescribers. These attributes should be fostered during the student’s experiential curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION

Community pharmacists are the largest and most accessible group of health care providers in the US health care system. There are more than 60,000 community-based pharmacies in the United States employing more than 170,000 pharmacists. Further, 93% of Americans live within five miles of a community pharmacy. No longer responsible solely for the provision of drug products, community pharmacists play an integral part in community health and wellness through expanded services such as medication management and reconciliation, educational and behavioral counseling, and preventative health services. Patient care services in specialty areas such as heart failure medication management and point-of-care testing in pharmacies have been described in the literature. These expanded services are within the pharmacist’s scope of practice and facilitated via collaborative practice agreements (CPAs) with prescribers. Most states allow pharmacists to prescribe and modify therapy through CPAs.

Despite the pivotal role of pharmacists on the health care team, pharmacists have not historically been recognized as health care providers by national health policy makers and payers. Lack of reimbursement for pharmacist services performed has been a major impediment to expanded care provision. More recently, significant legislative breakthroughs have been made, with states such as California mandating recognition of pharmacists as care providers. In May 2015, legislators in Washington State passed a bill (SB5557) requiring that pharmacists be included in health insurance medical provider networks and thus must be compensated for the patient care they provide within their scope of practice.

As federal and state legislation moves forward to ensure payment to pharmacists for patient care services, schools and colleges of pharmacy must adequately prepare
students to practice in this changing environment. A 2012 National Association of Chain Drug Stores (NACDS) Foundation, National Community Pharmacy Association (NCPA), and American Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) identified 80 entry-level performance competencies needed for community pharmacy practice. Over 80% of these competencies addressed non-dispensing functions, indicating that dispensing medications should be a small part of the skill set needed by pharmacy graduates. In a subsequent report, only one of 23 different identified competency areas expected by community pharmacy employers of new pharmacy graduates described dispensing skills. Additionally, the 2013 Center for Advancement of Pharmacy Education (CAPE) outcomes did not list “dispenser” as a key role for pharmacists. The paradigm change of pharmacist as care provider rather than product dispenser in the community pharmacy setting appears mandated on several levels and will be an important coming disrupter of current pharmacy practice.

Another disrupter is the expanding role of the pharmacy technician, with pilot programs in place for technicians to check filled prescriptions for accuracy. The Idaho State Board of Pharmacy in 2017 passed new rules stating that certified technicians, if authorized by a pharmacist, could receive a new verbal prescription drug order from a prescriber, consult with a prescriber on needed clarifications for prescriptions being filled, transfer a prescription drug order to another pharmacy, verify accuracy of filled prescription products, and administer immunizations. Involvement in these functions foreshadow a future where technicians will largely be responsible for many functions currently performed by pharmacists.

An additional disrupter of current pharmacy practice is the trend toward the “retail clinic” within chain store pharmacies. These clinics, typically staffed by nurse practitioners and placed in a location close to the pharmacy, have a lower cost of care yet a higher frequency of visits compared to traditional medical clinics. The higher frequency of visits illustrates and reinforces the public’s perception of the pharmacy as the first place to go for subacute conditions. Clinics within pharmacies typically operate within a local health care system, but patients who select their pharmacy based on convenience and location may not be a member of that health care system. The ability to assess subacute conditions and make accurate clinical decisions to treat, watch, or refer the patient to a physician are important skills needed by the community pharmacy care provider. The role of the community pharmacy practice provider has been recognized legislatively in Idaho, where House Bill 191 increased the pharmacist’s prescriptive scope of practice to medical conditions that do not require a new diagnosis, are minor and self-limiting, have a test that can be performed and the results used to guide diagnosis or clinical decision-making, or threaten the immediate health or safety of the patient if not dispensed. Pharmacists who practice in community settings may need to acquire new diagnostic and triage skills to successfully navigate the change from being a product dispenser to a care provider.

Pharmacists in community practice currently spend over half of their time on activities related to dispensing. From conversations with preceptors, we learned that at many community pharmacy sites a pharmacist’s performance was judged and staffing decisions were made based primarily on how many or how quickly prescriptions were filled. Given this reality, we wondered how community pharmacy stakeholders such as staff pharmacists, pharmacy managers, and educators of future community pharmacists perceived the practice environment of the future and what new attributes would be needed by pharmacists to practice in that future environment. We thus designed a study to determine stakeholders’ vision of the future of pharmacy practice and to use our findings to design a curriculum to prepare students for that vision. The primary objective of the current report was to distinguish and better understand key attributes needed by community pharmacy providers in a future where they will be reimbursed primarily for services provided, rather than for products dispensed.

METHODS

This study was a thematic analysis of community pharmacy stakeholders’ opinions obtained through key informant interviews. A database of current preceptors at our institution was used to identify individuals practicing in the area of community pharmacy. Stratified purposeful sampling was used to select a roughly equal number of potential participants who were practicing community pharmacists and pharmacists who were not practicing community pharmacy on a daily basis but oversaw or otherwise influenced practice of those who did. Potential participants were contacted by email and invited to participate. The study protocol was reviewed by a University of Washington Human Subjects Division subcommittee and determined to qualify for exemption.

A semi-structured interview guide using a neo-positivist approach—where the interviewer asks few open-ended questions and contributes minimally to the conversation—was developed and slightly refined based on feedback from a pilot interview conducted with a small group of faculty members with community pharmacy practice backgrounds. The interview guide contained
four initial questions, for which the first question was, “What skills will a community pharmacy practitioner of the future need?” The interviewer then showed participants a list of subacute and chronic health conditions, asking which of the conditions participants would feel comfortable treating, and whether the community practitioner of the future would, in the participant’s opinion, be treating those conditions. A fourth initial question was about the degree of dispensing done by pharmacists in the future or whether robotics or technicians would largely fill that role. In addition to asking these scripted questions, the interviewer was allowed to ask probing questions to further clarify participant responses. During the interviews, the four initial questions were followed by three questions about an experiential education curriculum for a future community pharmacy practitioner. Results and conclusions arising from analysis of these subsequent questions were the subject of a separate report. 

The first author conducted all of the interviews, and the second author recorded the session and took notes. All interviews were conducted in private locations at community pharmacies, regional management offices, or other locations convenient to the participants. Interviews ranged from 15 to 50 minutes in duration and were audio-recorded with the participants’ consent. Interviews continued until no new information was detected in two sequential interviews.

All audio-recorded interviews were transcribed and de-identified by a research team member. After an initial reading of the data, the first and second authors independently read and inductively coded32-35 words and phrases in the transcripts using ATLAS.ti, version 7.5.10 (ATLAS.ti GmbH, Berlin, Germany), a qualitative research software program. The primary coders met repeatedly to compare codes, reconcile differences, and improve code definitions until themes and subthemes emerged.35,36 The third author independently reviewed the transcripts, codes, and themes for gaps, inconsistencies, and new interpretations to improve analysis validity.37 The entire research team developed and achieved consensus on the final themes. Verification coding was performed by an individual outside of the research team. Percent agreement, Cohen’s kappa, and Gwet’s first agreement coefficient, used to check intercoder agreement between investigator and verifier coders, were calculated using R, version 3.5.0 (The R Foundation, Vienna, Austria), a Linux-based compilation of statistical software.38,39 A kappa of greater than 0.6 was considered satisfactory agreement.40 Gwet’s first agreement coefficient was used because Cohen’s kappa is overly conservative when coding tasks are difficult because of long and complex participant responses, as was the case in our study.41 Thematic analysis was not performed on the participant responses to the lists of acute and chronic conditions nor to the responses to the question about relegating dispensing tasks in the future to robotics or technicians.

**RESULTS**

Semi-structured key informant interviews were conducted between August and November 2015. Forty-two subjects were interviewed either singly (n=11), in pairs (n=10), in groups of three (n=15), and in one group of six. Twenty of the 42 participants were pharmacists who practiced in community pharmacies on a daily basis. These 20 included 16 staff pharmacists or pharmacy managers, one resident, and three pharmacy students. The remaining 22 participants did not practice in a community pharmacy on a daily basis but influenced the practice of pharmacists who did. These 22 included 14 area managers, six faculty members (three with community pharmacy background and three teaching therapeutics skills laboratory courses), and two leaders of the state pharmacy organization. Three of the interviews were with pharmacists practicing in sites offering innovative patient care services, eg, in-home visits with patients who would otherwise require placement in a skilled nursing facility, and management of patients with complex HIV/AIDS treatment regimens. Three interviews were with pharmacists who actively educated legislators and whose work resulted in the passing of SB5557 in Washington State. More details about the participants can be found in Table 1.

Analysis of responses to the question, “What skills will be needed by a community pharmacy practitioner of the future?” yielded three key attitudinal-behavioral attributes, which included forward thinking, patient-centric, and provider mentality; five skill attributes which included organizational competence, communication, building relationships, patient care, and management and leadership; and two knowledge attributes which included treatment guidelines and drug knowledge, and regulatory and payer requirements. These 10 attributes are further explained in Table 2, which also includes illustrative quotes.

Stakeholders in this study, particularly pharmacists in daily practice, most frequently named the skill of providing direct patient care as a key attribute. Key attitudes and behaviors that reflected forward thinking and being patient-centric were the next most common themes, followed by the characteristic of having a provider mentality, ie, thinking and acting like other prescribers. The need for a forward-thinking attitude and the characteristic of a provider mentality was voiced during each of the
regional manager interviews, during two of the three inter-
views of pharmacists practicing in innovative care
settings, and by the individuals who were instrumental in
passing SB5557 in Washington State.

When shown a list of minor acute conditions that
might be seen in a typical walk-in medical clinic, most of
the participants stated they would be comfortable evalu-
ating the items on the list, adding that they evaluated
several of the conditions on a daily basis in their current
practice. Some participants stated discomfort with some
conditions (eye and joint), feeling that their role was
primarily referral. Almost every participant brought up

Table 1. Job and Practice Descriptions of Participants in a Study to Identify Attributes Needed by Future Community Pharmacy Providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Order</th>
<th>Participants, No. (N=42)</th>
<th>Participant Job and Practice Site Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pharmacy faculty with community pharmacy practice background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Corporate managers for autonomous regional company owned by national chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pharmacy faculty teaching therapeutics skills laboratory courses; no community pharmacy practice background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, regional chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, regional chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, national chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Staff pharmacist, local chain site; former director of pharmacy at a small hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Former pharmacist-manager for specialty chain site; physician’s assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Independent pharmacist-owner of specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Five regional managers and 1 pharmacist-manager for national chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, national chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, local chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, national specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pharmacist-managers overseeing clinical and mail order services for an international pharmacy retailer; 1 manager was also a member of the Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission and spoke from that perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pharmacist-manager, national chain site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Independent pharmacy pharmacist-owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Two area managers and one pharmacist-manager of autonomous regional company owned by larger national chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>District managers for national chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>One pharmacist-owner and one staff pharmacist for independent pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>One staff pharmacist and one pharmacy resident at independent pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fourth-year pharmacy students planning to practice in community pharmacy after graduation; each working as an intern in a community pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pharmacist-leaders of a professional pharmacy organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Attributes Needed by Future Community Pharmacy Providers as Identified in Interviews With Community Pharmacy Stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Theme Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Illustrative Quote</th>
<th>Interviews Describing Theme, No. (%)</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>AC1 (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitudes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Thinking</td>
<td>This theme identifies a shift in the profession and how the pharmacist role needs to change in the future.</td>
<td>“I’m thinking adaptability—kind of flexibility. And that kind of goes with that change agility, like being able to forecast upcoming needs and move your practice towards them. Instead of waiting for the needs to be presented by a patient or someone else requesting it and then you’re reacting to them.”</td>
<td>9 (41)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-Centric</td>
<td>This theme centers around the needs of the patient being paramount to the pharmacist, showing empathy or compassion, putting the patient first, being an advocate for the patient, and being a gatekeeper to healthcare.</td>
<td>“So they really have to be well versed in improving patient compliance and improving their overall health and wellness, and improving all those things through motivational interviewing and empower the patient to take care of their disease states and improve their overall health.”</td>
<td>10 (45)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider Mentality</td>
<td>This theme describes the pharmacist acting like other care providers in designing and implementing therapy regimens and documenting decision-making.</td>
<td>“They need to be able to pretty much assume complete ownership if needed for a person’s healthcare, okay? They need to receive the diagnosis from the physician, be able to pretty much guide them to the process of education, advice, coaching. It’s really involving the soft skills connecting with patients in a level we never have before.”</td>
<td>8 (36)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Theme Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Illustrative Quote</th>
<th>Interviews Describing Theme, No. (%)</th>
<th>Agreementa (%)</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>AC1b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Competence</td>
<td>This theme describes the ability of the pharmacist to prioritize and thoroughly complete tasks even with multiple interruptions occurring concurrently.</td>
<td>“Well, I think they will need the ability to multitask, prioritize, knowing how to deal with specific situations such as a patient getting the wrong medication, a patient is pressuring you to fill their control medication early, lots of situational stuff, stuff that you might not think will happen every day but could happen, good practices as far as double counting controls” I12-PM</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>This theme emphasizes the pharmacist’s ability to convey information in language appropriate to the listener, being a good listener, and asking appropriate questions.</td>
<td>“Communication, which I think is important in any pharmacy field. But in retail because you’re dealing with a multitude of different personalities within your team. But more importantly with the vast amount of different patients you’re going to be seeing everyday.” I6-PM</td>
<td>9 (41)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Relationships</td>
<td>This theme describes the need for the pharmacist being part of the health care team. It includes being able to work effectively with people, including patients and other health care providers.</td>
<td>“So that being said I think therapy management will be huge, I think the operating under CPAs from clinics and physicians—the partnership between those two groups is going to be enormous because we’ve got to contain costs and the only way we are going to do that is if everybody involved in the healthcare of the patient is aware of that and doing their very best to get the best outcome for the patient.” I14-RMI</td>
<td>5 (23)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Theme Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Illustrative Quote</td>
<td>Interviews Describing Theme, No. (%), Agreementa (%)</td>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>AC1b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Care</strong></td>
<td>This theme describes the Pharmacist’s Patient Care Process and includes managing medications through protocol. It also entails making decisions about recommending self-care, waiting, or referring.</td>
<td>“They will need to have better skills probably with direct patient care, I have a feeling that we will be doing more drug therapy management, I hope, and monitoring of that.” I9-IPO</td>
<td>16 (73)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management and Leadership</strong></td>
<td>This theme involves the pharmacist running pharmacy operations efficiently through effective leadership.</td>
<td>“And then there’s the business end of pharmacy. Just making good decisions to make the business operate effectively so just good common sense, ability to prioritize, the ability to follow through on things or make sure things get followed through on especially in certain places that might not have as good technology as others to help you with that.” I11-PM</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td>This theme emphasizes the pharmacist role in providing timely drug information and applying community-specific treatment guidelines.</td>
<td>“The public really counts on you as a pharmacist to know the drugs more than even the doctors because the doctors sometimes fall into their little niches and they might know certain drugs in some ways better than the pharmacist. But generally I think they rely on the pharmacist to be the drug expert and that’s why it’s a doctorate degree.” I7-SP</td>
<td>5 (23)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
skin conditions, suggesting that community pharmacy-bound students need extra training in this area. As one participant remarked, “All pharmacists should have a minor in dermatology.” A few participants noted that the actual services offered would primarily depend on the pharmacy’s usual clientele.

There were three specific points made by participants about pharmacists providing acute care on the same level as a nurse practitioner or physician’s assistant. First, clear written guidelines about when to treat and when to refer are needed for every common acute condition. Second, companies are less likely to pay a pharmacist to provide this level of care if they can hire a nurse practitioner or physician’s assistant to do so at lower wages. Finally, pharmacists providing this level of care will need personal malpractice insurance at a coverage level similar to that of other providers. One individual who played a key role in passage of the Washington State bill emphasized the importance of taking steps to avoid conflicts of interest by pharmacists who both prescribe and dispense.

Participants also stressed the importance of collaboration with the patient’s primary care provider to obtain the referral for care of chronic health conditions, delineate the limits of care that would be provided, and access laboratory and other data needed to monitor drug therapy. Some participants felt that specialty care would be the focus of care provision by the community pharmacist, while others indicated that specialty care would be best handled in the clinic setting. Pharmacists who were actively practicing were more likely than regional managers to identify barriers to chronic disease state management, particularly lack of access to laboratory data and lack of time to spend with the patient in the current practice model.

In response to the question, “Should the community pharmacist of the future be responsible for dispensing, or should that function be relegated to robotics or technicians?” participants in general felt that robotics and technicians could fulfill almost all the technical functions of the dispensing process. Three sites we visited had robotic systems filling new prescriptions, and several participants noted that the market was driving the dispensing role toward robotics. A participant who was a pharmacy manager and member of the state Pharmacy Quality Commission stated, “I think that technology is coming and coming quickly, so as it moves into that setting I think that most of the standard dispensing functions are going to go away from the pharmacist’s standpoint. We’ve talked about this for years, about doing that, and it never happened because we never really had the technology to make it work, but now we have the technology to make it work.”

The role that participants felt could not be delegated to robotics or technicians was the prospective drug utilization review, which is required by law in Washington State. Also mentioned was the usefulness of knowing the physical characteristics of a drug (for example, knowing tablet size when working with post-stroke patients who have difficulty swallowing) and which drugs are covered by a specific insurance plan.

**DISCUSSION**

This study clarified what community pharmacy stakeholders feel are the future skills and abilities needed by students planning to practice in this setting. It was important to gain this perspective because up to 50% of graduates from the University of Washington School of Pharmacy enter community pharmacy practice upon graduation. We need to prepare pharmacy students for their changing role in community pharmacy practice even though the nature of that role has not been fully elucidated.

---

**Table 2. (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Theme Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Illustrative Quote</th>
<th>Interviews Describing Theme, No. (%)</th>
<th>Agreement(^a) (%)</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>AC1(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory and Payer Requirements</td>
<td>This theme involves the pharmacist meeting payer requirements for reimbursement.</td>
<td>“Not necessarily the full meal deal SOAP note, but what do you need to justify that patient care visit for billing, which is a little bit of a different format.” I22-POL1</td>
<td>4 (18)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Refers to the percent of interviews where both coders and verifier could identify the theme

\(^b\) AC1 = Gwet’s first agreement coefficient

I = interview (and is followed by the interview number as outlined in Table 1); IPO = independent pharmacy owner; PM = pharmacy manager; POL = professional organization leader; RM = regional, district, or area manager; SP = staff pharmacist; OTC = over-the-counter; CPAs = collaborative practice agreements; SOAP = subjective, objective, assessment, plan

---
The participants responses revealed that a driver of change in pharmacy practice is the expanding use of robotics in the dispensing process, which was already in place at some of the sites we visited. Another driver of change that was not seen in our study but is evident elsewhere is the enhanced role of the pharmacy technician in completing tasks currently associated with pharmacists, such as assisting with transition of care between the hospital and the community care setting, administering immunizations, and performing some aspects of medication therapy management.42-45 Because immunizations and medication therapy management are what many of the community pharmacists in our study considered to be the “clinical” aspects of their job, clearly the emerging roles for technicians in these areas will make the role of the clinical community pharmacist of the future radically different than it is now. This changing role, which we termed “forward-thinking,” was the top attitudinal-behavioral theme attribute in our study.

The future of community pharmacy practice lies in the provision of direct patient care through patient-centered care, which was the top skill attribute and second most common attitudinal-behavioral attribute seen in our study. Although the skill (ie, direct patient care) and the attribute (ie, patient-centered care) may sound like the same thing, the Pharmacist’s Patient Care Process, which is the skill set that pharmacists must possess to effectively provide care to patients, is different from how pharmacists choose to employ that skill, which is a behavior.46 Desired patient-centered behaviors for all health care providers include interacting with patients and family members, respecting the perspectives and choices of those individuals, sharing information to help them make informed decisions, and encouraging their participation in decision-making; these behaviors will be critical for future community pharmacy practitioners to demonstrate.47,48

Demonstrating a provider mentality, another behavioral theme attribute, will likely be the most difficult change for community pharmacy practitioners. In order to achieve provider status and be paid for providing care, what pharmacists do needs to look more like what other providers do, yet fill a unique and distinct role within the health care team. This evolution in practice will require fundamental changes in expectations by three important groups: the public, other health care practitioners, and all members of the pharmacy profession. Community pharmacy practice must undergo a seismic shift similar to the transformation of nurses to nurse practitioners, such that when a patient enters a community pharmacy, the expectation is that pharmacists will collect a thorough history, assess a patient’s clinical condition, decide on management of the presenting condition and whether to prescribe or refer, identify appropriate medications, seek patient input into the treatment plan, and monitor response to therapy.49 Notably, dispensing, which is currently a large component of community pharmacy practice, is not a part of this description.28,50-52

An important challenge will be shifting the public’s expectations of pharmacists, because many people believe that a pharmacist’s abilities are limited to drug dispensing, providing information, and managing the side effects of drugs.53-56 During study visits to collect information from our stakeholders, we observed common wording on the signage inside stores, with “Pharmacy” in large letters above the pharmacy area of the store and smaller signs on either side reading, “Drop Off” and, “Pick Up,” reinforcing the public’s perception that the purpose of a pharmacy is to provide a product rather than a service. In the near future, community pharmacists will need to have and use a consultation room to provide services for patients with acute care needs and those with chronic health conditions. This room will need to be adjacent to but separate from the prescription filling area and will be where the community pharmacist will primarily work. During scheduled patient visits, pharmacists will assess chronic medical conditions for patients receiving drug therapy (a role that most participants in our study agreed that pharmacists can do) and take medication and health histories for new patients presenting with acute health conditions.57

Another important challenge will be assimilating community pharmacists into the network of other health care providers.58 A forum for regular communication about care of their mutual patients will allow pharmacists to more fully integrate into the patient’s health care team. In pharmacies with an embedded acute care clinic staffed by a nurse practitioner, the two provider’s consultation rooms should be in close proximity to facilitate interprofessional dialogue.

The final challenge will lie in shifting current community pharmacy practice in the direction of the pharmacist as provider. There are structural, logistical, and legal hurdles that may seem insurmountable to current practicing community pharmacists. In our study, the themes of forward thinking and provider mentality were more commonly voiced by practitioners who were not practicing community pharmacy on a daily basis. It is difficult for pharmacists who are responding to the daily needs and responsibilities of the practice environment to imagine how that environment could be different. Today’s community pharmacists will need thoughtful support from their corporate management, regulatory agencies, and professional organizations in making the transition to
a primarily patient care practice. Many community pharmacists will need to retool their skills in patient examination, assessment, and prescribing for conditions commonly seen in their patients. Clinical community pharmacists will need to document all care decisions in a format that will meet payer audit requirements and also communicate clinical reasoning to the patient’s other care providers. This vision may seem radical, yet many of the drivers for pharmacists to become primary care providers are aligning.

Changes in community pharmacy practice will affect and be affected by how pharmacists are trained. Students planning to enter community pharmacy practice will need excellent physical and verbal examination skills and enhanced training in diagnosis of self-limited medical conditions similar to those on the list we showed to participants in our study. Many of the conditions on the list were identified areas of training in the American College of Clinical Pharmacy’s didactic curriculum toolkit, so pharmacy education programs likely have the didactic coursework in place, although additional skills training and experiential practice will be needed. Pharmacy educators should examine the curricular transformation from nurse to nurse practitioner as similar curricular changes could help pharmacy students build confidence in their ability to practice as a provider. Initially, a paucity of role models will make it difficult for students and current practitioners to envision how such a practice would look. It may be desirable for students planning to become community pharmacists to complete an advanced pharmacy practice experience with a nurse practitioner, to enable building of diagnostic and triage skills. Coursework will need to introduce students to the complexities of medical billing.

Data analysis in any qualitative study is inevitably influenced by the lens through which the investigators view the data, so it is important to explain what that lens was. The first author in this project is an experiential education director who uses qualitative research methods to better understand the experiences of preceptors and students in the practice setting, interacts regularly with pharmacy preceptors at community practice sites, and has family members who have practiced in community pharmacy. The second author was trained in social science data collection and analysis techniques during a human-centered design and engineering degree program and has no background or training in pharmacy. The third author has experience as a community pharmacist and is an implementation scientist evaluating community pharmacy patient care services. None of the authors had a role in the passage of SB5557 in Washington State.

This study had several limitations. We asked pharmacists about acute and chronic health conditions but did not inquire about preventive health care, yet community pharmacists participate in preventative care initiatives, such as administering immunizations. Participant answers to questions may have been influenced by passage of SB5557; thus, pharmacists from states without similar legislation might have different perspectives about the future of pharmacy practice. Most participants practiced in an urban environment and so would likely have a different vision of practice compared to community pharmacists from rural areas. Finally, we only interviewed pharmacy stakeholders who were familiar with the pharmacist’s scope of practice.

Interviewing other stakeholders, particularly other health care providers and patients who would be the recipients of pharmacists’ care, will be an important next step in the process of envisioning the future role of pharmacists as care providers.

This study helped us characterize the skills and attributes needed by future pharmacy graduates from our program planning to enter community pharmacy practice. Conducting this study also provided an invaluable opportunity to engage our community pharmacy practice partners and incorporate their insights into our curriculum.

CONCLUSION
Community pharmacists are the outward face of the pharmacy profession, and that seen by most members of the public. In order for community pharmacists to become the care providers of the future, they will need to spend the majority of their time providing direct patient care rather than dispensing, which will be largely done in the future by robotics and pharmacy technicians. Essential attributes for community pharmacists of the future include the attitudinal qualities of being forward thinking, patient-centric, and having a provider mentality. These attributes will allow community pharmacists to effectively address and be reimbursed for the acute and chronic medical conditions experienced by their patients.
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